EVO meeting
17 Dec 2010, 11:00 CET

Participants: Fabrizio, Michele, Paul, Riccardo
Minutes by Fabrizio

- Fabrizio: presented the slides about the demonstrator, including several questions to the group members.

- SEMsg library and STORM:  they do not exclude to use it, they ask to have a look at the the interface of the plugin that they should
 implement to drive STORM/GPFS
 It seems that the implementation will be just embedding the direct posix calls that act on the underlying gpfs filesystems


- all the participants agree that, for the time being, it's better to implement a mono-directional behavior in the sync: LFC->SE. In general this problem
 should be addressed on a request-by request basis. Some might need to be bi-directional

- Paul/Riccardo: messages should be idempotent, i.e. the reception of a duplicate message should never become a problem
- acks: implementation detail 

- Paul/Riccardo: no particular concerns about the fact that a SE that is down for a longer time (days/weeks) might not receive all the messages that were exchanged in that period.

- Paul/Riccardo: we should probably think at ways to implement a 'full synchronization' through the messaging infrastructure. Riccardo proposes to add messages that trigger the notifications that are needed to sync completely a set of files or a full catalogue. Paul agrees: he think that the asymptotic sync is not very appealing. However, the scaling problems should be avoided.
 
 - paul: let's look at the logs of lfc to see how many msgs we would have sent from the current LFCs in production. This would be useful to have an estimation of the needed message delivery performance. He proposes that a SE could just discard messages if it believes that handling them all is beyond its possibilities.

- persistent or volatile send queues at the producer? Paul: probably in-memory queues is preferable.

Some preliminary items related to the near future implementation of security were discussed then:

- Paul: keep an eye on the performance loss due to the security. proposes a shared secret algorithm. Then we discussed the peculiar characteristics of the messaging, in relation to the security issues.

- Paul expresses his concern about the semantics of acls and of the permissions to propagate. e.g. for a chmod to be meaningful the ids should match, and they may be different in different SEs. Fabrizio: the actual implementation is SE-dependent. The purpose of this system is to deliver a set of information that changed. It is up to the SE implementations to handle it according to their design criteria. In particular, for the chmod example, if all that is changed was the mod, that is the information that has to be propagated.

- Paul: e.g. for chmod the system should propagate also some information that is useful to identify the context that is needed to interpret it correctly.

The subsequent meeting will be after the official presentation of the current status at the GDB in January. After the GDB we will sync about the next date and about the items that need further discussion.


